A calculation of the energy loss due to a transition from non-equilibrium to equilibrium state is given. Three different physical systems are considered in this study: connecting an uncharged capacitor to a charged capacitor, emission of a photon from an excited atom, and releasing an object from a compressed spring. In this study, it is shown that a specific fraction of the total energy stored in a non-equilibrium system should be consumed to reach the equilibrium state.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that energy is a very important fundamental concept in physics [1] . On one hand, energy leads to describe and understand many processes around us. On the other hand, it has many important applications in different aspects of life. For simplicity, energy can be subdivided and classified in different forms: kinetic energy, potential energy, electromagnetic energy, nuclear energy, etc. The conservation of energy is one of the most important laws of physics [2, 3] . According to the law of conservation of energy, energy can only be transformed from one form to another, such as when chemical energy is transformed into electric energy. Energy transformation, usually termed as energy conversion, is very important in the application of energy as well as in natural sciences.
The only way the energy of a given system can change is by carrying energy, in several ways, into or from that system. Energy is therefore a measure of the ability of a given system to produce changes in its own state as well as changes in the states of its surroundings [4] . It follows that a transition from the non-equilibrium to equilibrium states for a given system can occur by changing its initial energy. This is consistent with previous works, where it was pointed out that the stored energy of one kind in a given system can not be transferred without loss unless it undergoes a change in energy form in the transfer process [5] . So in a process of transition to the equilibrium state some amount of the initial energy stored in a given non-equilibrium system must be lost (i.e., transferred to its surroundings) in one form or another. One of the well-known examples of the energy loss in a process of a transition to the equilibrium state is the connection of an uncharged capacitor to a charged capacitor (or simply, the two-capacitor problem) [6] [7] [8] [9] .
A deeper look into the energy loss in processes of transition to equilibrium states is often missing. In addition, authors (especially in introductory physics textbooks [10, 11] ) do not shed enough light on problems involving such processes. Moreover, authors usually consider ideal cases in problems that are dealing with transformations of energy. For example, in most problems involving the elastic potential energy stored in a stretched or compressed spring in introductory physics textbooks, it is assumed that the end of the spring is fixed, and thus the recoiling kinetic energy in such problems is negligible.
The aim of this study is therefore to show that a specific fraction of the initial energy stored in a given non-equilibrium system must be consumed, in one form or another, to achieve an equilibrium state. The layout of the paper is as follows. In the following section we derive and present the energy loss in the process of a transition from non-equilibrium to equilibrium states for three different physical systems: charging a capacitor by connecting it to charged capacitor, emission of a photon from an excited atom, and releasing an object from a compressed spring. We close the article by summarizing the results and discussing their significance.
CALCULATIONS AND DISSIONS
In this section, the derivation of the energy loss due to a transition from non-equilibrium to equilibrium state for each system of interest is given. We start our calculations on the two-capacitor problem, then on emission of a photon from an excited atom, and finally on releasing an object from a compressed spring. Throughout, discussions of the final results are presented.
The Two-Capacitor Problem
Consider a capacitor of capacitance 1 C charged to voltage Vo, which is connected to an uncharged capacitor of capacitance 2 C by an open switch and long cylindrical metallic wire of length L and radius a. The initial electrostatic energy 0 U stored in the system is therefore given by
After closing the switch, the system reaches the equilibrium state by the conservation of charge and the requirement for a common final potential difference across the two capacitors. At equilibrium, the common potential V and electrostatic energy U stored in the system are
so that the difference in electrostatic energy between the initial and final states ΔU (i.e., the energy loss) is
Eq.4 shows that charging a capacitor causes energy loss regardless of the Nature of the dissipative elements in the circuit. The question now is: where does the energy loss go? The easiest answer, which is traditionally cited in standard introductory physics textbooks [10, 11] , is that it transforms to heat due to electrical resistance in the connecting wires. Suppose that no dissipative elements are apparent in the circuit (i.e., zero-resistance circuit), again where does the loss in the energy go? To answer the question, let the charge on the first capacitor, at any time t between the initial and the final states, is   1 q t and on the second capacitor is   2 q t . Thus, the current in the circuit at any time t is
If the total charge on the system is 0 Q , then
and hence the electric field parallel to the connecting wire is given by
The magnetic field B  at the surface of the wire is [22, 24]   0ˆ.
Substituting Eq.5 into Eq.8 gives
According to the pointing theorem [23, 24] , the electromagnetic energy em U flow into the wire through its closed surface is
From Eqs.7 and 9, Eq.10 then gives
where 2 Q is the equilibrium charge on the second capacitor, which is given by
Using Eq.12, em U then becomes
which is the energy loss given by Eq.4. Eq.13 gives the electromagnetic energy that flows into the connecting wire and this indicates that a specific fraction of the initial energy stored in the system flows into the connecting wire through its closed surface to achieve the final equilibrium state. It is clear that when the two capacitors have the same capacitance then the energy loss is exactly half the initial stored energy. As indicated by Eq.4, the energy loss is independent of the value of the electrical resistance. Some authors showed that if no dissipative elements are present in the circuit, the energy loss is radiated as electromagnetic energy [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Recent work related to energy transfer and its connection to nanotechnology and advanced materials had been reported [17, 18] .
Emission of a Photon from an Excited Atom
Let us now look to another non-equilibrium system. This system is a stationary excited atom of energy i E and mass M [19] . To reach the equilibrium state, the energy of the atom decreases to f E by emitting a photon of frequency  . So the energy difference E  between the two states of the atom is
Because the atom is assumed to be initially at rest, so that the conservation of linear momentum requires
Eq.15 tells us that the emitted photon and recoiling atom should have the same magnitude of linear momentum
, where h is the Planck's constant and c is the speed of light. Based on Eq.15, the conservation of energy is given by the expression
where h is the energy of the emitted photon and .
E  is usually much less than the rest energy of the atom 2 M c , so that Eq.17 gives
Eq. 19 shows that the majority of the transition energy generated by the excited atom is "stored" in the emitted photon and the reminder of it is given to the recoiling atom as a kinetic energy. Therefore, an exited atom can make a transition from a higher energy state (non-equilibrium state) to a lower energy state (equilibrium state) by emitting a photon. To conserve both energy and momentum, the atom must recoil when it emits such a photon [20, 21] .
Because the kinetic energy of the recoiling atom is very small compared to the rest energy, it is usually ignored in physics textbooks. Although this kinetic energy is tiny, it has subtle effect in various applications and natural sciences. For example, recoiling atom has an important effect on the frequency of the spontaneously emitted photons in resonance fluorescence processes [24] .
Releasing an Object from a Compressed Spring
Analogous to the previous system, the following example shows how the elastic potential energy stored in a compressed spring is transformed when a transition from non-equilibrium to equilibrium states occurred. In this example, consider an object of mass m which is attached to the end of a compressed spring of negligible mass. The other end of the spring is assumed to be connected with another object of mass M. Let us also assume that the system is initially at rest and is placed on a frictionless surface.
When the object m is released from rest the spring snaps back to its original length and then the conservation of linear momentum requires
where m P and M P are, respectively, the magnitude of the linear momentum for the mass m and the recoiling mass M. So that the conservation of energy is given by the expression 
where S U is the elastic potential energy stored into the compressed spring. In a similar fashion to the process of emitting a photon from an exited atom, Eq.22 shows that a fraction of the total energy stored into the spring is given to the released object m and the reminder of it is given to the recoiling mass M as a kinetic energy. One may also notice that when the two masses are equal then only half of the initial stored energy will be given to the released mass m while the other half has been given to the recoil mass M.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we derive the energy loss in the process of a transformation from non-equilibrium to equilibrium states for three different physical systems. In the two capacitor problem, the calculations show that a specific fraction of the initial electrostatic energy stored in a charged capacitor is lost as an electromagnetic energy, which passes into the connecting wire through its closed surface. In the process of emitting a photon from an excited atom, the calculations show that the majority of the energy difference between the equilibrium and nonequilibrium states is emitted from the excited atom as a photon energy and the reminder of the total energy is given to the recoiling atom as a kinetic energy. An analogy to the situation of an exited atom, the results indicate that part of the total elastic potential energy stored in a compressed spring is given to the released object and the reminder of it is left to the recoiling system as a kinetic energy.
Analogous situations persist in two widely wellknown examples in introductory physics courses [10, 11] . The first is that of a uniform loop which is rolling without slipping on an inclined plane. The physics conclusion here is that, due to the non-slip constraint, the loop rolls at one half of the speed it would exhibit if it could slip freely (i.e., if non of the potential energy went into the rolling kinetic energy). In this example, as it is well known, the translational kinetic energy at the end of the inclined plane is half of the initial potential energy and the other half went as rolling kinetic energy due to the non-slip constraint.
The second example is the total work required to charge a spherical conducting shell of radius a to a total charge Q. A typical problem in most standard textbooks gives an answer of
(for example, see problem 59 of chapter 25 in reference [10] ). This amount of energy should be the electrostatic energy stored in the electric field of the charged spherical shell not the total work required to charge the spherical shell. A closer look to this problem shows that this is just charging an isolated spherical capacitor, and according to our result presented above the total work that must be done to charge the spherical shell is just twice the stored energy (namely, 
 
). Therefore, problems involving such examples in standard introductory textbooks, in particular, and in electromagnetism textbooks, in general, are sometimes miss-leading the students because, in reality, the process of charging an object should be done through a conducting medium which connects the object with the power source as seen in the process of charging a capacitor presented above. In order to avoid any confusions in physics concepts, we think that it would be better (in such problems) to ask students to calculate the stored electrostatic energy in the electric field of the charged object rather than the work that must be done to charge that object.
We must emphasize that in all the above discussed systems, a constraint has been imposed on each of them in the process of transition from non-equilibrium to equilibrium states. In a process of charging a capacitor, for example, authors of physics textbooks usually assumed that the conducting wires has an electrical resistance and all energy loss in this process is dissipated as heat in that resistance. Analogously, in the case of an excited atom and elastic compressed spring, it is usually assumed that the effect of recoil is negligible.
In addition, our results may form a good basis to explain the reason behind the usual assumption for the non-conservation of kinetic energy in the completely inelastic collisions in which the two colliding particles before collision (non-equilibrium) become one particle after collision (equilibrium) by the common velocity requirement as a constraint. A mechanism must be needed to mediate the constraint to the system in order to make a transition from non-equilibrium to equilibrium state. This is in contrast to elastic processes in which no constraint is imposed on the system, and thus there is no need to such a mechanism and therefore there is no loss in the initial kinetic energy of the system. As a result the present authors believe that this is the justification why physicists usually state conservation of kinetic energy as a priori when dealing with elastic collisions. However, consumed energy (in one form or another) is actually the price that should be paid in order to achieve the final equilibrium state.
